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Question  
 

Answer 
 

If we want to adapt BIAN v.11 (instead 
of previous version), where can we get 
changes comparison to previous 
version (s)?  
 
How can we upload full model of v.11 
in Excel? 

All the release information for the current and the 
previous versions can be found on the members wiki  
https://biancoreteam.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/SL/pag
es/1259883/Documents 
 
 

How can we drive mass adoption of 
BIAN Standards?   Look at SWIFT and 
the mX formats... they are driving it 
hard....   It really helps if more and 
more application vendors adopt BIAN 
 

We try to drive mass adoption by launching product 
certification in 2023 and focus more on implantation 
examples plus providing tools to easily adopt BIAN 

Any plans to introduce Insurance 
business in BIAN? 
 

We will add Insurance after completion of the Banking 
domains. Previous projects shows that the current BIAN 
Model provides a 80-85% coverage for Insurance. 
Domains like Claims Handling are missing. 

Do you provide detail instruction how 
to download those models and where 
to get the tool for edit those models 
when I want to customize it. Such like 
SD/Control record/Service operator...? 
 

Contact our program manager Arnab Mitra ( 
arnabmitra@bian.org) . He will route to the person who 
can help in the specific case you want to contribute. 

Is the BIAN version 11. service 
landscape updated. I see a note that 
card capture is now renamed as card 
transaction SD, but website is still 
having card capture as SD 
 

Oops … will correct this. 

Do you have plans (2023?) to have a 
100% relationship mapping between 
service domains and business 
capabilities up to level 3? 
 

This is a planning issue for the Business Capability 
working group. It will not be a link in the sense that 
“Business Capability = Service Domain”. 
It will always be “Business Capability” served by “one or 
more “Service Domains”. 

Could you explain how behaviour 
qualifiers change service domains? 
 

Behaviour Qualifiers are not changing Service Domains 
but are “detailing” the Service Operations and Control 
Record models. It is making the definition of the Service 
Domain more specific. 
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